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Welcome to

MICROACTS ARTIST FILM FESTIVAL
1st-31st July 2020
A one month online showcase of films that share stories from all over
the world, bought together for an internet festival to create a moment of
togetherness for our artist film community and dissolving boarders during
2020’s global lockdown. We celebrate artist filmmakers from around
the globe & across genres, and, in tough times such as this, we want to
continue to champion an international spirit and empathetic creativity.

From playful vignettes to personal poems, handprinted animation to music
videos; these eclectic works have been brought together in a screening
of exciting artist film focused on the act & art of ‘storytelling’, and free
to stream for the whole of July! Featuring films from Australia, Germany,
Greece, India, Romania, the UK & USA.
Curated by Liberty Antonia Sadler

See the festival at:

microactslondon.com/filmfest20
(website is live from July 1st – 31st 2020)
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“This genre blending collection of short films
aims to create a space of exchange and community
in a time of separation. From digital playfulness to
traditional techniques, political action to the absurd,
from collective queer & fat liberation to examining
cis-masculinity through a solo personal lens;
MicroActs champions the subjective, and its power
to connect & inform. By removing the barriers
of rigid themes, there is space to share our most
intimate of stories, our rituals and coping strategies,
how we exist in the world. Those vulnerable moments
of euphoria and of disappointment, isolation and
togetherness, MicroActs Artist Film Festival
celebrates moving image as declaration of self.”
Liberty Antonia Sadler
(artist/filmmaker, UK)
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6 Swans
Maria A Norris

7

1min 40sec, USA

2

Seedling
Nisrin Aziz

3mins 4sec, UK

8

3mins 55sec, India

3

Superstitions
Tonya Amyrin Rice
3mins 15sec, USA

4

ChromaVirus
JD Boxley

4mins 19sec, USA

5

Figurine It Out
Mikolaj Bakalarz
3mins, UK

6

Only The Fish
Remained Silent
Yann Berrai

5mins 55sec , Germany
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TextTopia
Liam Pinheiro-Rogers

Toccata: Day 1,599
Marit Liang
3mins 35sec, USA
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Oh Say Can’t You
Breathe
Koomah
2mins 59sec, USA

10

Lullaby for a Pandemic
Gwendolyn Audrey Foster
1min, USA

11

h-in-waiting
Maciej Piątek
4mins 54sec, UK

12

House Fly
Joseph Daly
48sec, UK

13

Zoom on Me
Mystical Femmes

(Katayoun Jalili & Tallulah Haddon)
5mins 10sec, UK

14

when the party’s over
Gabriella Mykal
4mins 6sec, USA

15

LET RIP:
THE BEAUTIFUL GAME
Lee Campbell
5mins 11sec, UK

16

He
Sam Sheavy

2mins 53sec , USA

17

Seară (Evening)
Alina Manolache

4mins 16sec , Romania

18

AWAY
Patrick Mattes
5mins 5sec, USA

19

Μαθήματα Κολύμβησης
(Swimming Lessons)
Dimitris Giouzepas
5mins 15sec, Greece

20

The Winter
Xin Li

5mins, Australia

21

Aussi Que
Abhi Arumbakkam
3mins 19sec, UK

22

The Fat Feeling
Taliaa Darling
11mins 55sec, UK

23

Between and Almost
Kimberley Harvey &
Mark Fitzgerald
3mins 53sec, UK

24

Spoken Gender
Ernesto Sarezale
6mins 51sec, UK
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Abhi Arumbakkam
UK

Gabriella Mykal
USA

Abhi Arumbakkam is pursuing MA in documentary
filmmaking at Royal Holloway as a mature student.
She works in a film and training company as a
project manager. She also writes plays. She’s a
mum trying to raise her two sons to be kind and
compassionate young people.

Gabriella Mykal (b. Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 1998)
is a visual artist who works primarily with video,
film, text, and installation. Through a variety of
narrative avenues, her work addresses themes of
vulnerability, empowerment, friendship, romance,
trauma, and irony distilled through a viscerally
private lens.

Alina Manolache
Romania

Gwendolyn Audrey Foster
USA

Alina Manolache (24) is a self-taught film director

Gwendolyn Audrey Foster makes highly personal

Arts (Photography and Video Art), Alina shapes her

films made from found 35mm film and HD video.

based in Bucharest. With a background in Fine

poetic abstract films in 8mm and 16mm, and also

own visual patterns through experimental shorts

She works in handpainted filmmaking and Direct

and music videos.

Dimitris Giouzepas
Greece
Dimitris Giouzepas is an architect (PhD A.U.Th.),
a landscape architect and urbanist (MSc A.U.Th.),
filmmaker & photographer. He teaches Architectural
Representations at Democritus University of
Thrace. He lives and works in Thessaloniki and
Ioannina, Greece.
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Cinema as well as other film and video techniques.

JD Boxley
USA
JD Boxley is an award winning filmmaker,
photographer, illustrator and musician. He currently
resides in San Francisco and teaches at the
Academy of Art University.

Ernesto Sarezale
UK

Joseph Daly
UK

Ernesto Sarezale is the pen name of a Basque
cognitive scientist, published poet, performer,
stand-up and cabaret act, and video artist living in
London. His creative work includes: concrete and
‘clickable’ poetry, body art and multimedia performance (video, sound, word).

Joseph Daly is a West Midlands based filmmaker,
he has directed and been on the production team
for a number of short films that have played at
short film festivals including, BFI Scene, Channel
4 Random Acts, Kinofilm festival and on Sky One’s
Short Film Show.
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Kimberley Harvey
& Mark Fitzgerald
UK

Maciej Piątek
UK

Kimberley Harvey is a performer, choreographer
and teacher. As a disabled dance artist, Kimberley
has her own inclusive contemporary dance company,
Subtle Kraft Co. Mark Fitzgerald trained at the
Drama Centre London and Ecole Philippe Gaulier
Paris.

Maciej Piatek / aka VJ Pietrushka / is a Polish
born UK based artist and filmmaker. His work
involves a determined & authentic pursuit of visual
experimentations. His works often explore the
themes of human displacement and disconnection,
social inequality and politics.

Koomah
USA

Maria A Norris
USA

Koomah is an intersex-bodied trans/queer genderfluid multidisciplinary grassroots artist, performer,
filmmaker, LGBTQI+ educator, and part time
hermaphrodite

Houston, Texas.

unicorn

currently

residing

in

Dr Lee Campbell
UK

Marit Liang
USA

explore humour and LGBTQ+ storytelling.

Marit Liang is a filmmaker based in Brooklyn, NY.
Marit is an interdisciplinary cinema artist whose
work encompasses video art, photography, music
and sound, research and other practices. Her films
use the highly crafted visual language of arthouse
and genre cinema to explore questions of nature,
embodiment & otherness.

Liam Pinheiro-Rogers
UK

Mikolaj Bakalarz
UK

Dr Lee Campbell is an experimental artist filmmaker

from London and is the founder of HOMO HUMOUR
FILMS, the first of its kind project on contemporary

queer male film and moving image practices that

Liam Pinheiro-Rogers was born to a WelshAmerican father and a Brazilian mother in Camden,
North-West London. From a very young age, Liam
watched Clash of the Titans & he knew he wanted
to be creative and write interesting stories. By the
age of 13, however, he realized he specifically
wanted to be a filmmaker.
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Maria Norris is a a summa cum laude graduate of the
College of Visual and Performing Arts at Syracuse
University with interests in animation, experimental
film practice, documentary, and realist filmmaking.
Maria currently works as a freelance animator and
content writer, with experience in Art Department
production.

Mikolaj Bakalarz is a Director of Photography.
The numerous TV documentaries he filmed in his
relatively short career have taken him from Hawaii

to Canada, Costa Rica to Tunisia and across
Europe.
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Mystical Femmes

(Katayoun Jalili & Tallulah Haddon)

UK

Mystical Femmes is a collaboration duo between
Katayoun Jalilipour and Tallulah Haddon where they
explore femme identities, lesbianism and erasure
through themes of sci-fi and fantasy with a
fixation on aliens. They currently make online
performances from separate quarantines.

Director Taliaa Darling is a recent graduate of

Nisrin Aziz
India

Tonya Amyrin Rice

Nisrin grew up in Bangalore City on a healthy diet
of World Cinema and Wildlife Documentaries, and
took off with her family to the forests of South India
every chance she got as a child. Today, she runs
The Fictionary, a film production house and a
creative hotspot that delves in crafting the perfect
voice for both Art & for Advertising.

University of Arts London: London College of
Fashion. She has a BA(Hons) in Hair and Makeup

for Fashion. As well as Professional Makeup Artist,
she is a DJ and Plus size Model.

USA
Tonya Amyrin Rice is a 2D/mixed media animator
& illustrator currently residing in Philadelphia, PA.
Tonya is a graduate of The University of the Arts,
Philadelphia with a BFA in Animation.

Patrick Mattes
USA

Xin Li
Australia

Patrick Mattes is a Los Angeles based director
known best for his music video works. His videos
focus on bringing complex emotions to the
screen. His works have been featured on outlets
such as Booooooom, Film Shortage, Stereogum,
Hypebeast, and more.

Xin is a Chinese born animator and filmmaker
based in Melbourne, Australia. He specializes in the
traditional method of paint-on-glass stop-motion
animation. Through this technique he explores
tranquil and often intimate moments of life through
abstract narratives.

Sam Sheavy
USA

Yann Berrai
Germany

Sam Sheavy is a creator, vocal engineer, recording
artist and songwriter. His primary source of
inspiration for his richly diverse subject matter
comes from the humanistic need to find & maintain
balance within oneself. His art is characterized
by vibrant sounds, contrasting words, and bold
compositions.
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Taliaa Darling
UK

Yann Berrai is part of ‘Dugly Habits’, a Germany
based film production. We are a collective of young

film makers who have dedicated their life and love

to extraordinary videos. “We just love creating films
and that´s about it.”
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microactslondon.com
@microactslondon

microactslondon@gmail.com
All Rights Retained by Artists/Filmmakers © 2020
For more information, please visit our website.

